NEW IN TEXAS HISTORY

The Texas Heritage, Second Edition
Edited by Ben Procter. Texas Christian University
and
Archie P. McDonald. Stephen F. Austin State University

Available in September 1991

The second edition of the well-known Texas Heritage reflects an extensive survey of topics most often covered in Texas history courses at the undergraduate and secondary levels. All chapters have been rewritten to incorporate recent scholarship. New chapters include Statehood, Reform, Progressivism, Texas from the Great Depression through WW II, and modern Texas.

Professors Procter and McDonald have written two chapters apiece and have selected well-respected and experienced professors of Texas history as fellow contributors. A fine complement to any standard text, and, in specialized courses, itself a core text, the Second Edition of The Texas Heritage is also an accessible and informative account to be enjoyed by all Texans who wish to learn more about their state's rich legacy.


The History of Texas
Robert A. Calvert, Texas A&M University
and
Arnoldo De León, Angelo State University

Available in hardback and paper.
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